A Toolkit for Teaching Stage 6 PDHPE for the First Time
Presented by Danielle Simpson

Description

This course provides teachers with a toolkit to commence teaching Stage 6 PDHPE content. Participants will unpack the requirements for effectively commencing teaching HSC content and begin their personal planning process.

Additional notes about this format

This course will empower you to take on teaching Stage 6 PDHPE. You will examine Stage 6 content, will design innovative T/L strategies for the HSC course, become familiar with scope and sequencing of units and HSC assessment requirements. Methods to ensure students are prepared for HSC style examination questions will also be explored so you can take these on board in your own teaching. Participants will be able to share ideas and make connections in a collegial environment.
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## Occurrences

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Start Date</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>21/06/2019</td>
<td>Sydney CBD</td>
<td>$349 + GST</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13/09/2019</td>
<td>Sydney CBD</td>
<td>$349 + GST</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Sessions

HSC PDHPE: the basics to get you started for teaching the course

1 hour and 30 minutes

- Introduction and overview of the day
- Stage 6 PDHPE structure is examined with suggested scope and sequences for teaching of units of work being modelled.
- Content for Core 1 and Core 2 modules are explored with a focus on highlighting material that transfers from Preliminary content, allows choice in content or is picked up in an option module.
- Some innovative T/L strategies are modelled for teaching this content as well as resources that can be used.

Delivery will be presentation style, allowing ample opportunities for questions and discussion.

HSC PDHPE Options and HSC assessment requirements

1 hour and 30 minutes

- What options are available to teach?
- How to select what to teach?
- What are the HSC course assessment requirements?
- What makes a good HSC assessment task? Samples of tasks are reviewed to determine this.

Delivery will be a mixture of presentation style, discussion and small group work.

HSC PDHPE: routines to enhance student results

30 minutes

A sample of tried practices and routines will be presented that have enhanced student engagement and knowledge with content leading to prepared and successful HSC examination performance.

Preparing for teaching your students

1 hour and 30 minutes

Participants will be given the opportunity to design T/L strategies or resources for Stage 6 PDHPE content in small groups. These will be presented to the group and collated so they can be taken back to use in the classroom.
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Enrol now to secure your spot

Limited spots are available. Please enrol online or fax your enrolment to 1300 667 691 to secure your spot.

Please note, by submitting this enrolment form you are confirming that you have been given financial approval by your employer to attend this course. Cancellation advice should be given in writing 7 days before the commencement of this course.
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